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 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-01046 
CASE NAME: THERESA BRYSON VS. JASON LASSOR 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FILED BY PAPA MURPHY 'S INTERNATIONAL, LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Off calendar. 
 

  

 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-01046 
CASE NAME: THERESA BRYSON VS JASON LASSOR 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION 
FILED BY PAPA MURPHY'S TAKE 'N' BAKE PIZZA, et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Defendant Bill Kodweis, Bill Kodweis Papa Murphy’s Take ‘N’ Bake Pizza, Bill Kodweis 

d/b/a Papa Murphy’s Take ‘N’ Bake Pizza, T&B, Pizza Inc.’s motion for summary judgment or 

summary adjudication as to Plaintiff Michelle Wiebalk is granted in part and denied in part.  

This motion was originally filed as to Plaintiff’s second amended complaint, however, 

pursuant to the Court’s ruling (with the parties’ agreement) on Plaintiff’s motion for leave to 

amend, this motion is now a motion for summary adjudication as to causes of action 1 – 6 in the 

third amended complaint. This motion is does not go to Plaintiff’s seventh cause of action for 

negligent hiring and supervision.  

Kodweis Defendants 

Defendants Bill Kodweis, Bill Kodweis Papa Murphy’s Take ‘N’ Bake Pizza, Bill Kodweis 
d/b/a Papa Murphy’s Take ‘N’ Bake Pizza’s motion for summary adjudication as causes of 
action 1-6 as to Plaintiff Michelle Wiebalk is granted.  

The Kodweis Defendants have moved for summary judgment arguing that they are all 
are versions of the individual Bill Kodweis and that Kodweis was not Plaintiff’s employer. 
Defendants present evidence that T&B Pizza, Inc. (sued as Papa Murphy’s Take ‘n’ Bake 
Pizza), not Kodweis, was the employer of both Plaintiff and Defendant Jason Lassor. (Kodweis 
Decl. ¶¶ 17, 19-21.) In addition, Defendants presented evidence that T&B Pizza, Inc. is a distinct 
entity separate from Kodweis. (Kodweis Decl. ¶¶ 1-16 and Exs. A-F.) Thus, Kodweis is not liable 
under FEHA and the Labor Code as an employer and is not liable under a theory of respondeat 
superior. In addition, Kodweis was not involved in the placing of camera, was unaware of the 
camera and was not involved in sexually harassing Plaintiff. (Kodweis Decl. ¶¶23-27; Wiebalk’s 
depo. at 44:17-45:23.)  

Plaintiff opposes the motion by the Kodweis Defendants, however, Plaintiff’s argument 
focuses on Defendant Lassor acting in the scope of his employment. That is an argument 
appropriate as to T&B Pizza Inc.’s liability. However, assuming that T&B, Pizza, Inc. is 
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vicariously liable for Lassor’s conduct, Plaintiff has not shown how the Kodweis Defendants 
are liable.   

Thus, Plaintiff’s claims against the Kodweis Defendants fail and summary adjudication is 
granted in favor of Defendants Bill Kodweis, Bill Kodweis Papa Murphy’s Take ‘N’ Bake Pizza, 
Bill Kodweis d/b/a Papa Murphy’s Take ‘N’ Bake Pizza as to causes of action 1 – 6.  

T&B Pizza, Inc.  

Defendant T&B Pizza, Inc.’s motion for summary adjudication as causes of action 1-6 
as to Plaintiff Michelle Wiebalk is denied.  

T&B Pizza argues that it is not liable for Lassor’s actions relating to the video camera 

based on the doctrine of respondeat superior. Here, there is little dispute on the facts, but rather 

the dispute is whether these facts as a matter of law result in no liability for T&B Pizza.  

The main facts are generally undisputed and are summarized as follows. Lassor placed 

a video camera in the employee’s bathroom. (Lassor Depo. 8:4-12.) Kodweis did not authorize 

Lassor to place a video camera in the bathroom and he is unaware of any business need for 

having a camera in the bathroom. (Kodweis Decl. 25-26.) Lassor also admitted that he was 

unaware of a legitimate business reason for a camera in that location. (Lassor Depo. 9:9-13.)  

Lassor testified that he originally brought the camera to the store in order to catch one of 

his bosses sexually harassing other employees. (Lassor Depo. 9:15-23.) However, he was 

unable to explain why he placed the camera in the bathroom. When asked, he stated that “That 

I don’t have a direct answer for. I’m in a treatment program trying to figure that out still.” (Lassor 

Depo. 9:6-8.) Later, Lassor testified that he was under significant stress and anxiety from work. 

(Lassor Depo. 144:8-145:21.) When asked if this stress and anxiety had some relationship to 

why he the camera in the bathroom, Lassor answered “absolutely.” (Lassor Depo. 145:-25.) 

He explained that he felt numb emotionally and all he felt was anger. (Lassor Depo. 146:1-4) 

He further explained that “the cameras set up was like a --- was adrenalin. It was something 

other than anger and resentment it. …It was an escape…from [his] stressful reality.” (Lassor 

Depo. 146:2-8.)  

Plaintiff also testified that she emailed Lassor about six weeks before the camera was 

discovered. In this email, Plaintiff claims that she told Lassor that other employees at the store 

were drinking, smoking marijuana and avoiding answering phone calls from customers. 

(Wiebalk Depo. 26:1-30:18.) Lassor testified that he remembered receiving this email. (Lassor 

Depo. 80:20-81:5.) There is, however, no evidence that part of the reason Lassor placed the 

camera in the bathroom was to catch these employees doing the activities stated in the email. 

That being said, a reasonable inference can be drawn that part of the reason Lassor placed the 

camera in the bathroom was relating to catching the employees.  

Plaintiff presented evidence that Lassor was overworked and suffering from anxiety and 

that he reported his anxiety to his superiors and even asked to be demoted from manager. This 
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evidence primarily goes to the seventh cause of action for negligent hiring and supervision and 

that claim is not presently before the Court.   

The parties agree that the Lisa M. v. Henry Mayo Newhall Memorial Hospital (1995) 

12 Cal.4th 291 provides the applicable legal standard for liability based on respondeat superior 

where the employee committed a tort. The key question is whether or not the employee was 

acting within the scope of his employment. (Id. at p. 299.) In Lisa M. the court found that the 

hospital employer was not liable when its employee, an ultrasound technician, preformed an 

ultrasound and then committed a sexual assault on a patient. (Id. at p. 306.)  

The California Supreme Court has made clear that “an employee’s willful, malicious and 

even criminal torts may fall within the scope of his or her employment for purposes of 

respondeat superior, even though the employer has not authorized the employee to commit 

crimes or intentional torts. [Citations.]” (Lisa M., supra, 12 Cal.4th at p. 296-297.) However, “the 

employer will not be held liable for an assault or other intentional tort that did not have a causal 

nexus to the employee’s work.” (Id. at p. 297.) Instead, “the incident leading to injury must be an 

‘outgrowth’ of the employment [citation]; the risk of tortious injury must be ‘ “inherent in the 

working environment” ’ [citation] or ‘ “typical of or broadly incidental to the enterprise [the 

employer] has undertaken” ’ [citation].”  (Id. at p. 298.) 

“ ‘Ordinarily, the determination whether an employee has acted within the scope of 

employment presents a question of fact; it becomes a question of law, however, when “the facts 

are undisputed and no conflicting inferences are possible.” ’ (Mary M. v. City of Los Angeles 

[1991] 54 Cal. 3d [202] at p. 213.)” (Lisa M., supra, 12 Cal.4th at p. 299.) “In ruling on the motion, 

the court must consider all of the evidence and all of the inferences reasonably drawn 

therefrom, and must view such evidence and such inferences, in the light most favorable to the 

opposing party.” (Aguilar v. Atlantic Richfield Co. (2001) 25 Cal.4th 826,843 (internal citations 

and quotations omitted); see also, Code of Civ. Proc. § 437c(c).) Here, the facts are mostly 

undisputed, however, there are conflicting inferences that create a question of fact as to whether 

Lassor was acting in the scope of his employment.  

When considering if an employee was acting in the scope of employment, first question 

the Court should ask is whether the employee’s acts were “engendered by” or an “outgrowth” of 

his employment. (Lisa M., supra, 12 Cal.4th at p. 300.) Stated another way, a tort “will not be 

considered engendered by the employment unless its motivating emotions were fairly 

attributable to work-related events or conditions.” (Id. at p. 301.) Here, while Lassor’s exact 

reasons for placing the camera in the bathroom are not known, there is a reasonable inference 

that Lassor’s act of placing the camera in the bathroom can be “fairly attributable to work-related 

events or conditions.” In contrast to this case, in Lisa M., the court found that the ultrasound 

technologists motivating emotions were personally and not causally attributable to the 

employment. (Ibid.)  

The Court must also consider foreseeability when considering if an employee was acting 

in the scope of employment. (Lisa M., supra, 12 Cal.4th at p. 302.) In Lisa M., the court found 
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that the ultrasound’s conduct was not foreseeable as his decision to commit a sexual assault 

was “fairly attributed not to any peculiar aspect of the health care enterprise, but only to 

propinquity and lust.” (Id. at p. 302.) Here, the same cannot be said. Lassor was the store’s 

manager and was at the store most days during the week. (Lassor Depo. 12:16-19, 15:11-18; 

26:25-27:2, 49:14-24, 88:13-17.) Lassor was responsible for running of the store and was under 

significant pressure to keep his labor costs down. (Lassor Depo. 18:11-24, 22:17-23:4, 30:1-4, 

30:20-25, 39:2-12, 41:24-25, 88:23-3, 145:1-5, 145:12-18.) Under these conditions, it is 

foreseeable that a manager could go too far in surveilling the employees that he supervised. 

The Court recognizes that few cases have found liability based on respondeat superior 

where a sexual assault has occurred. However, Lisa M. refused to find that “sexual misconduct 

is per se unforeseeable in the workplace.” (Lisa M., supra, 12 Cal.4th at p. 300.) In addition, 

several cases had found respondeat superior liability in nonsexual assaults. (See, e.g. Carr v. 

Wm. C. Crowell Co. (1946) 28 Cal.2d 652 (assault by one employee against another was due to 

a workplace dispute); Rodgers v. Kemper Constr. Co. (1975) 50 Cal.App.3d 608 (assault by an 

employee against another worker on the jobsite was within the scope of employment).) This 

case presents a unique set of facts and under these facts, the Court cannot say that as a matter 

of law respondeat superior should not apply.  

Therefore, the motion for summary adjudication as to T&B Pizza, Inc. and causes of 

action 1-6 is denied.  

Objections to evidence: 

The vast majority of Defendants’ objections are on relevance grounds. Those objections 

are overruled.  

Defendants’ objections for the failure to concisely set forth additional material facts are 

not evidentiary objections.  

Defendants’ objection #43 is overruled. Although this fact should have contained 

citations to the supporting evidence, the Court was able to locate this evidence in Lassor’s 

deposition. In addition, the Court finds the testimony from Lassor is admissible.  

The Court declines to rule on Defendants’ remaining objections as no material to the 

disposition of this motion. (See Code of Civil Procedure §437c(q).) 

Plaintiff’s opposition contained several procedural errors. Plaintiff submitted a 26 page 

memorandum in violation of California Rules of Court, Rule 3.1113(d). Plaintiff’s response to 

Defendants’ separate statement failed to include references to the supporting evidence for each 

disputed fact in violation of Code of Civil Procedure § 437c(b)(3). Finally, the Court notes that 

Plaintiff did not mark the relevant portions of the deposition transcripts submitted in their 

opposition in violation of CRC 3.1116(c). The Court previously reminded the parties of their 

obligation to comply with all applicable California Rules of Court, including rule 3.1116(c), in its 
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ruling on January 18, 2017. Any future violations of the California Rules of Court may result in 

appropriate action by the Court. 

 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01092 
CASE NAME: DAVIS VS. WISTRAND 
HEARING ON PETITION TO APPROVE MINORS COMPROMISE 
( HAYLEY DAVIS, PAYTON DAVIS, MILAN MIJANOVIC ) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Hearing required.  Parents to appear. 
 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01897 
CASE NAME: JANET BEZA VS SETERUS INC. 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 1st Amended COMPLAINT of BEZA 
FILED BY SETERUS INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 The parties’ requests for judicial notice are granted.  The demurrer is sustained with 
leave to amend as to the Sixth Cause of Action, and is overruled as to the remaining causes of 
action.  Plaintiff shall file any further amended complaint on or before March 29, 2017. 
 
 1st, 2nd, and 4th C/As.  Defendant Seterus demurs to the First, Second, and Fourth 
Causes of Action on the ground that plaintiff is not a borrower within the meaning of 12 U.S.C. 
§ 2605 and Civil Code section 2937.  This argument lacks merit: plaintiff signed the subject of 
deed of trust, is defined as a “borrower” within that document, and mortgaged her joint tenancy 
property interest pursuant to that document.  Given those provisions, the fact that she is not 
“personally obligated” to repay the loan is not sufficient to remove her from the definition of 
“borrower” for these purposes.  The decisions cited by defendant are distinguishable, because 
they involved successors in interest, and not an original party to a deed of trust. 
 
 3rd C/A.  Defendant Seterus demurs to the Third Cause of Action on the ground that 
plaintiff is not a party to any pertinent contract, and so cannot sue for breach of the implied 
covenant of good faith and fair dealing.  This argument lacks merit.  Plaintiff’s notarized 
signature appears at the end of the deed of trust.  (Defendant’s RJN, Exh. 1, pages 12 and 14.) 
 
 5th C/A.  Defendant Seterus demurs to the Fifth Cause of Action on the ground that 
plaintiff is not a “trustor” within the meaning of Civil Code section 2924c, and on the ground that 
plaintiff’s claim “is not ripe.”  These arguments both lack merit.  Plaintiff is defined as a 
“borrower” under the deed of trust, and that document further recites as follows: “Borrower is the 
trustor under this Security Instrument.”  (Defendant’s RJN, Exh. 1, page 1.)  The claim is “ripe” 
because plaintiff has alleged active interference in her attempts to reinstate the subject 
mortgage loan, and therefore has standing to enjoin further interference: it would seem obvious 
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that plaintiff does not have to wait until the threatened foreclosure actually takes place in order 
to invoke her right to reinstate the loan. 
 
 6th C/A.  Plaintiff cannot enforce 12 C.F.R. 1024.38 by a private action.  (Smith v. 
Nationstar Mortg. (E.D.Mich. Nov. 16, 2015, No. 15-13019) 2015 U.S.Dist.LEXIS 154344, 
at *9-11 [“the court holds that violations of § 1024.38 cannot support a private action”].)  
However, plaintiff may be able to allege a common law negligence cause of action without 
reference to the federal regulation.  (Cf., Daniels v. Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc. (2016) 246 
Cal.App.4th 1150, 1180-84.) 

 

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-02206 
CASE NAME: WASSELL VS. WELLS FARGO BANK 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT of WASSELL 
FILED BY WELLS FARGO BANK, N.A. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Before the Court is a demurrer (the “Demurrer”) filed by Defendant Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. 

(“Wells Fargo” or “Defendant”). The Demurrer relates to the Complaint filed by Darren Wassell 

(“Wassell” or “Plaintiff”). The Complaint pleads causes of action for (1) violation of California 

Civil Code sections 2923.55; (2) negligence; and (3) violation of Business and Professions Code 

section 17200, et seq. Defendant moves pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure § 430.01(e) as to 

each cause of action. 

Standard 

In determining the sufficiency of a complaint against a demurrer, a court will consider matters 

that may be judicially noticed, and the demurrer as admitting all material facts properly pleaded. 

Serrano v. Priest (1971) 5 Cal.3d 584, 591. 

Request for Judicial Notice 

Defendant Requests Judicial Notice of several documents including County Recorder 

documents as well as pleadings and orders from the United States Bankruptcy Court, Northern 

District of California. This Request is unopposed. The Request for Judicial Notice (“RJN”) is 

granted. Evid. Code §§ 452, 453. 

Analysis 

Judicial Estoppel 

Defendant contends that the doctrine of judicial estoppel bars Plaintiff’s lawsuit because he 

failed to disclose his causes of action on his bankruptcy schedules in his previous bankruptcy 

filings. 

Judicial estoppel protects the judicial process, promotes fairness in litigation, and shields parties 

from improper strategies adopted by opponents. Gottlieb v. Kest (2006) 141 Cal.App.4th 110, 
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131-132. “Because of its harsh consequences, the doctrine should be applied with caution and 

limited to egregious circumstances.” Id. at 132. 

Prevailing California law holds that “nondisclosure in bankruptcy filings, standing alone, is 

insufficient to support the finding of bad faith intent necessary for the application of judicial 

estoppel.” Cloud v. Northrop Grumman Corp. (1998) 67 Cal.App.4th 995, 1019. Courts have 

emphasized that bad faith intent is required. Jackson v. County of Los Angeles (1997) 60 

Cal.App.4th 171, 183 (“The gravamen of judicial estoppel … is the intentional assertion of an 

inconsistent position that perverts the judicial machinery.”); accord Cloud at 1017-19 (discussing 

requirement of bad faith intent). 

Plaintiff is not barred from asserting his claims here on the basis of judicial estoppel. 

 Violation of Civil Code § 2923.55 

Section 2923.55 sets out the prerequisites a mortgage servicer must meet prior to recording a 

notice of default, including contacting the borrower and providing a loan modification application. 

See Civil Code § 2923.55. Plaintiff alleges that “[o]n or about March 4, 2010, NDEX acting at the 

behest of WELLS, filed and recorded a Notice of Default and Election to Sell Under Deed of 

Trust (“NOD”) on the Subject Property. … WELLS, prior to recording an NOD on the Property 

never contacted Plaintiff to discuss Plaintiff’s financial situation and explore options for Plaintiff 

to avoid foreclosure.” Complaint at ¶¶ 29, 30. 

Civil Code § 2923.55 was enacted effective January 1, 2013. It does not have retroactive effect. 

See Civ. Code § 3 (no part of code retroactive “unless expressly so declared.”). Consequently, 

the above allegations cannot state a claim for violation of Civil Code § 2923.55. 

Plaintiff also alleges that “[s]ince then, NDEX has filed multiple Notice of Trustee’s Sale (“NOS”) 

on the Property the latest of which was filed and recorded on August 18, 2016 at the Contra 

Costa Recorder’s Office.” Complaint at ¶ 33. However, section 2923.55 only applies to the 

Notice of Default. See Civ. Code § 2923.55(a)(1). 

The Complaint fails to allege facts sufficient to state a cause of action for violation of Civil Code 

§ 2923.55. The Demurrer to the first cause of action is sustained, with leave to amend. 

 Negligence 

To state a cause of action for negligence, a plaintiff must allege: (1) the defendant owed the 

plaintiff a duty of care; (2) the defendant breached that duty, and (3) the breach proximately 

caused the plaintiff’s damages or injuries. Lueras v. BAC Home Loans Servicing, LP (2013) 221 

Cal. App. 4th 49, 62. “The existence of a duty of care owed by a defendant to a plaintiff is a 

prerequisite to establish a claim for negligence.” Nymark v. Heart Fed. Savings & Loan Ass’n 

(1991) 231 Cal. App. 3d 1089, 1096. 

A lender may owe a borrower duties of care in the context of foreclosure litigation. See Daniels 

v. Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc. (6th Dist. 2016) 246 Cal.App.4th 1150, 1158, 1180-1182; see 
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also Alvarez v. BAC Home Loans Servicing, L.P. (1st Dist. 2014) 228 Cal.App.4th 941, 944-949; 

see also Jolley v. Chase Home Finance, LLC (1st Dist. 2013) 213 Cal. App. 4th 872.  

The Plaintiff alleges that Wells Fargo negligently failed to engage with him in a loan modification 

process. However, the Complaint fails to allege any particular facts that would constitute 

significant negligent conduct with respect to Wells Fargo. As a consequence, the Complaint fails 

to allege facts sufficient to state a cause of action for negligence. The Demurrer to the second 

cause of action is sustained, with leave to amend. 

 Business and Professions Code § 17200 

California’s unfair competition law (UCL), Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17200 et seq., prohibits 

unfair competition, which is defined as any unlawful, unfair or fraudulent business act or 

practice. § 17200. A claim may be brought under the UCL by a person who has suffered injury 

in fact and has lost money or property as a result of unfair competition. Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 

17204. Therefore, to establish standing under the UCL, a plaintiff must (1) establish a loss or 

deprivation of money sufficient to qualify as injury in fact, i.e., economic injury, and (2) show that 

the economic injury was the result of, i.e., caused by, the unfair business practice that is the 

gravamen of the claim. See Kwikset Corp. v. Superior Court (2011) 51 Cal.4th 310, 337 

(“Kwikset”). Restitution is the only form of damages available under the UCL. See Korea Supply 

Co. v. Lockheed Martin Corp. (2002) 29 Cal.4th 1134, 1147. 

Here, the alleged unfair conduct complained of is that Wells Fargo recorded an NOD and an 

NOS without first contacting Plaintiff, and negligently failed to engage with Plaintiff in a loan 

modification process. However, Plaintiff’s Complaint is bereft of allegations which would 

demonstrate economic injury and causation. In the absence of allegations that he incurred a 

“personal, individualized loss of money or property in any nontrivial amount” (Kwikset, 51 

Cal.4th at 325), that were caused by Wells Fargo’s allegedly unfair and fraudulent conduct, 

Plaintiff has not alleged facts sufficient to state a cause of action for violation of Business and 

Professions Code § 17200. 

Wells Fargo’s demurrer to the third cause of action is sustained, with leave to amend. 

 

  

 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-02293 
CASE NAME: SUN VS. COMMUNITY LENDING 
HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE, VACATE, & EXPUNGE DEED OF TRUST 
FILED BY AGNES ZONGLING SUN 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Before the Court is Plaintiff Agnes Zongling Sun’s unopposed Motion to Set Aside, Vacate and 
Expunge Ab Initio, the Deed of Trust Recorded as Instrument Number[:] 2005-0045347-00 
(“Motion”).  The moving papers establish grounds for the motion and it is not opposed.  
The Motion is granted. 
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 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSL16-04227 
CASE NAME: CARFINANCE CAPITAL VS. MCGHEE; 
HEARING ON APPLICATION FOR WRIT OF POSSESSION 
( OF 2014 DODGE JOURNEY ) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Grounds for the application are established, and the application is granted.  Plaintiff has 
requested a hearing, in order that defendants may be examined as to the whereabouts of the 
car.  The Court notes that on February 15, 2017, it received a submission from JoEva Wiggins 
stating that (1) “Byron McGhee is in jail at Santa Rita PFN # APF649” and (2) that the car is 
located at “5627 Arcadia Circle Discovery Bay CA 94505 at the home of Kizzy McGhee.” 
 

  

 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN14-1297 
CASE NAME: LEMOINE VS. RUDNISKI 
HEARING ON APPLICATION FOR ORDER FOR SALE OF DWELLING 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Dropped from calendar at the request of both parties. 
 

  

 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN16-2066 
CASE NAME: MATTER OF B. GARLAND 
HEARING ON PETITION FOR APPROVAL FOR TRANSFER OF SETTLEMENT) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Mr. Garland to appear. 
 

  

10.  TIME: 10:00   CASE#: MSL15-03546 
CASE NAME: PORTFOLIO RECOVERY VS. MARSHALL 
COURT TRIAL - 1 HR. SHORT CAUSE / 0 DAY(S) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Trial.  Tentative ruling procedure does not apply. 
 

  

11.  TIME:  1:30   CASE#: MSD13-01648 
CASE NAME: KERI EVILSIZOR VS. JOSEPH SWEENEY 
FAMILY LAW COURT TRIAL ESTIMATED AT 3:00 HOURS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Trial.  Tentative ruling procedure does not apply. 
 

 

 


